Case Study
Information Management and Governance

CoreTech
Micro Focus VM Explorer protects and underpins innovative cloud
computing business.
Overview
CoreTech is a dynamic and innovative company dedicated to delivering IT solutions for
small and medium business companies. It
provides On Premise and Cloud solutions
with customer service support. CoreTech
sells Micro Focus VM Explorer and other
software to resellers. It also uses VM Explorer
to back up data for customers of its business Stellar, which provides enterprise-class
infrastructure-as-a-service.

Challenge
In 2014, CoreTech expanded its business by offering cloud computing services to customers
in Italy and the United Kingdom under the name
Stellar. Advertised as a more affordable alternative to cloud providers Amazon Web Services
(AWS), Microsoft Azure, and Google, Stellar provided virtual machines (VMs) with guaranteed
performance for a monthly payment.

“VM Explorer is the right
alternative to Veeam. It’s simpler
and less expensive.”
ROBERTO BENEDUCI
Founder and CEO
CoreTech

CoreTech marketed the service to developers, web agencies, system integrators, and
managed service providers. One of the selling points, in addition to Stellar’s guaranteed
performance, was reliable data protection via
regular backups.
CoreTech needed a way to protect Stellar
customers’ data by backing up their VMs.
The solution also needed to be affordable,
to suit Stellar’s low-price model. In addition,
CoreTech’s employees needed to back up
the VMs they used for testing purposes, which
they had created using Microsoft Hyper-V.

At a Glance
■ Industry
Software & Technology
■ Location
Milan, Italy
■ Challenge
Find a single, affordable method of backing up
VMware and Microsoft Hyper-V virtual machines.
■ Products and Services
Micro Focus VM Explorer
■ Success Highlights

Solution
Before using Micro Focus VM Explorer, Core
Tech would have to stop a VM to manually
copy the backup file to another location.
According to CoreTech Founder and Chief
Executive Officer, Roberto Beneduci, this was
expensive for the company and disruptive and
risky for customers, who could not use VMs
during this downtime. It could take two hours
or more to back up one VM, so a technician
would be required to spend a day managing
just five backups. For these reasons, CoreTech
only manually backed up a few VMs in its internal test environment.

+ Improved productivity, faster than manual
backups
+ Increased transparency with built-in reporting
and notifications increase transparency.
+ Allowed technicians to work more efficiently

With VM Explorer, CoreTech employees can now
schedule hundreds of VM backups to occur automatically,
saving its administrators hours each week.
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Results
With VM Explorer, CoreTech employees can
now schedule hundreds of VM backups to occur automatically, saving its administrators hours
each week. Beneduci says this was straightforward to set up and that CoreTech’s employees
can quickly check the status of backups by
reading reports via email, or connect to the VM
Explorer dashboard to gain further information.
VM Explorer also offers users the option of automatically testing a backup, and can provide
screenshots of this test via email.
Another strength of VM Explorer that appealed
to Beneduci was its support for a wide variety
of VM environments. CoreTech has different
VMware production clusters hosted in two

separate data centers, each cluster comprising three HPE DL360 servers connected to an
HPE MSA 2040 storage array. In addition to
backing up these production VMs, CoreTech
uses VM Explorer to back up its development
VMs using Microsoft Hyper-V.
CoreTech had previously used Veeam to back
up VMs for other projects, but it switched to VM
Explorer when it launched the Stellar business.
One of the major reasons was VM Explorer’s
affordability. Beneduci said CoreTech was
able to save thousands of euros by using VM
Explorer instead of Veeam. “VM Explorer is the
right alternative to Veeam,” he says. “It’s simpler and less expensive.”
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